In this paper, we establish a reversed Hölder inequality via an α, β-symmetric integral, which is defined as a linear combination of the α-forward and the β-backward integrals, and then we give some generalizations of the α, β-symmetric integral Hölder inequality which is due to Brito da Cruz et al.; some related inequalities are also given.
Introduction
The aim of this work is to establish a reversed version of the α, β-symmetric integral Hölder inequality and some generalizations of the α, β-symmetric integral Hölder inequality. Moreover, the obtained results will be applied to establish the α, β-symmetric integral reverse Minkowski inequality, Dresher inequality, and their corresponding reverse versions. This paper is organized as follows. In Section , we recall some basic definitions and properties of α, β-symmetric integral, which can also be found in [, ] ; in Section , we establish a α, β-symmetric integral reverse Hölder inequality and give some generalizations of the α, β-symmetric integral Hölder inequality, we apply the obtained results to establish the reverse Minkowski inequality, Dresher inequality, and its reverse form involving α, β-symmetric integral, some extensions of the Minkowski and Dresher inequalities are also given; in Section , we establish some further generalizations and refinements of the α, β-symmetric integral Hölder inequality; in Section , we present a subdividing of the α, β-symmetric integral Hölder inequality.
Preliminaries
In the section, we recall some basic definitions and properties of α, β-symmetric integral.
The α-forward and β-backward differences are defined as follows (see [] ):
where α > , β > .
Definition . (see [] ) Assume that I ⊆ R with sup I = +∞ and let a, b ∈ I with a < b. If f : I → R and α > , then the α-forward integral of f is defined by The α-forward integral has the following properties.
We have:
Similarly, the β-backward integral is defined by Definition .. The β-backward integral has similar results and properties to the α-forward integral. In particular, the β-backward integral is the inverse operator of ∇ β .
We recall the α, β-symmetric integral which is defined as a linear combination of the α-forward and the β-backward integrals. 
The α, β-symmetric integral has the following properties.
For b ∈ A and a ∈ B, we have:
In Proposition . we assume that a, b ∈ R with 
Main results
As before, let a, b ∈ R with b ∈ A = {a + kα : k ∈ N  } and a ∈ B = {b -kβ : k ∈ N  }, where
with equality if and only if the functions |f | and |g| are proportional.
Proof We assume that
and let
Since the two functions ξ (t) and γ (t) are symmetric α, β-integrable on [a, b] , applying the following reverse Young inequality (see [] ):
with equality holding iff x = y, we have
Therefore, we obtain the desired inequality.
Combining (.) and (.), we have Corollary ..
By the α, β-symmetric integral Hölder inequality [] , in view of  < p < , we have
By using (.), we immediately arrive at the Minkowski inequality and the theorem is completely proved.
An improvement of inequality (.) and its corresponding reverse form are obtained in Theorem .. 
Proof () From the assumption, we have (s -t)/(p -t) > , and it is obvious that
b a f (x) + g(x) p d α,β x = b a f (x) + g(x) s (p-t)/(s-t) f (x) + g(x) t (s-p)/(s-t) d α,β x.
From the Hölder inequality (see []) with indices (s -t)/(p -t) and (s -t)/(s -p), it follows that
On the other hand, from the Minkowski inequality (see [] ) for s >  and t > , respectively, we obtain
From (.), (.), and (.), the desired result is obtained.
() Based on the assumption, we have (s -t)/(p -t) <  and in view of
b a f (x) + g(x) p d α,β x = b a f (x) + g(x) s (p-t)/(s-t) f (x) + g(x) t (s-p)/(s-t) d α,β x,
by using inequality (.) with indices (s -t)/(p -t) and (s -t)/(s -p), we have
On the other hand, thanks to the Minkowski inequality (.) for the cases of  < s <  and
It follows from (.), (.), and (.) that the desired result is obtained.
Remark . () For Theorem ., for p > , letting s = p + ε, t = p -ε, when p, s, t are different, s, t > , and (s -t)/(p -t)/ > , and letting ε → , we obtain the result of []. () For Theorem ., for  < p < , letting s = p + ε, t = p -ε, when p, s, t are different,  < s, t < , and  < (s -t)/(p -t)/ < , and letting ε → , we obtain (.).
From the Minkowski inequality [] and the reverse Minkowski inequality involving α, β-symmetric integral, we can deduce the following generalization.
Corollary . is an analog of Corollary ..
by the Jensen inequality [], it follows that
from the above inequality, we obtain
by integrating the above inequality with respect to x, we obtain the desired result.
() For  < p < , let s = , r = p, by the Jensen inequality [], we have
it follows from the above inequality that
by integrating the above inequality with respect to x, the desired result is obtained. 
Proof Based on the α, β-symmetric integral Hölder and Minkowski inequalities [], we have
From (.) and (.), we get (.). Hence, the theorem is completely proved.
Proof Let α  ≥ , α  ≥ , β  > , and β  > , and - < λ < , using the following Radon inequality (see [] ):
with equality if and only if (α) and (β) are proportional. Let
and set λ = 
Since - < λ = r p-r < , we may assume p <  < r, and by Theorem . and  < r ≤ , we obtain, respectively, From (.)-(.), we obtain the reverse Dresher inequality and the theorem is completely proved.
4 Some further generalizations of the Hölder inequality
Applying the assumptions
That is, 
